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Objectives



My crystal clear objective



Critical Periods of 

Embryonic and Fetal Development



The work of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd trimesters



In-utero fetal environment:
Meets evolutionary environmental expectations



The placenta nourishes the fetus 
and protects from the neurobiology of 

stress



The work of the 4th trimester

Relationships promote survival through 
safety, security, and connectedness



What are the biological expectancies 
of the newborn and young infant?



Social connectedness is a 
biological imperative for mammals.



Social connectedness:
The ability to mutually 

(synchronously, symbiotically, and reciprocally) 
regulate physiological and behavioral state.



How has evolutionary biology 
prepared us for social engagement?



Limbic system asks, “Am I safe?”
Scanning for danger



The evolutionary biology 
of the autonomic nervous system



10th cranial or Vagus nerve:



Neuroception:
The unconscious awareness of 

safety, danger or life threat



The Polyvagal Theory
All behavior is in the service of survival



The autonomic, automatic ladder



Safety:
Social engagement system



The safety circuit



Mobilization:
Fight or flight



Danger:
Life threat or immobilization



Staying in ventral vagal safety 
promotes optimal health and 

well-being 
throughout the life course



Even in the best of relationships, 
disruptions occur…

…



What happens in the repair…



The Still Face



What happens to social engagement and 
connectedness…

 if your First 100 Days are spent in the 
Newborn Intensive Care Unit?



The environment of care: 
A mismatch of expectations



A baby’s experience:  
disruptions of expectancies



A parent’s experience:  
disruptions of expectancies



A brain under construction



The quest for safety, security,
 and social connectedness in the NICU



Skin-to-skin contact:
The environment of care

…



Sympathetic activation



“Death spells”
Dorsal vagal surrender



Where are our patients 
and their families?

Where are we?



Promoting safety and security:
Preventing and repairing 

disruptions of social connectedness



The Newborn Intensive 
Parenting Unit (NIPU)

The next major advances in neonatology have 
already begun by focusing attention on a ‘natural 

resource’ that, historically, has been undervalued and 
underutilized, 

the family-infant relationship.
Hall,  2017



Principles of NIPU care



Social connectedness in the NIPU
Respect and embrace parents 

as the primary relationship



Limit separations
Begin intensive parenting as soon as possible



Provide welcoming family space: 
Keep babies and their families 

in emotional and physical proximity



Relationship-based care for babies:
Cue the autonomic nervous system for ventral vagal 

safety



Relationship-based care for families:
Cue the autonomic nervous system for ventral vagal safety



Communication with parents and 
the ever present infant



Parent communication: 
Autonomic nervous systems 

speaking to each other



Relationship-based care for staff:
Cue the autonomic nervous system for ventral vagal 

safety



Take your own pulse…





My crystal clear objective



In good hands….
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